
Task List
1.CHECK-IN and copy tonight’s 
homework.

2.THINK: Where is your honor?

Objectives
- Discuss the meaning of 
“honor” as it relates to the 
Lt. Randolph Outrage.

- Examine the first 
Presidential assassination 
attempt.

- Discuss Jackson’s legacy.

Homework
- Optional Assignment: Who 

Owns Oklahoma? - due 
tomorrow, Feb 6

- Age of Jackson Test - Fri, 
Feb 7

SECRET SERVICE? PFFT…

I’LL BEAT THE ASSASSIN MYSELF, THANK YOU
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Lt. Randolph Outrage
- Lt. Robert Randolph - Naval officer

- Appointed purser on USS Constitution 
after John Timberlake’s unexpected death
- Auditor found Lt. Randolph’s 

accounts did not balance = 
suspicious

- Lt. Randolph was in debt to 
government = raises more suspicions

- Jackson dismisses Lt. Randolph from Navy  
“the facts which appear in this case prove 
him to be unworthy…and an unfit associate 
for those sons of chivalry, integrity, and 
honor who adorn our Navy” 
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- Randolph decides that he must defend his reputation with violence
- ISSUE: He is not Jackson’s equal, so he cannot challenge him to a duel
- SOLUTION: Attack the nose

- Randolph boards the  
boat and violently  
shoves one hand into  
the President’s face.
- Jackson: “I am an  

old man, but fully  
capable of  
defending myself against, and punishing a 
dozen cowardly assassins.”

- Man offers to kill Randolph immediately
- Jackson: “I want no man to stand between 

me and my assailants, and none to take 
revenge on my account.

The Attack
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- Richard Lawrence
- Unemployed house painter
- “a handsome…well-dressed” young man

Assassination Attempt - January 30, 1835

- Lawrence had two single-  
shot, muzzle loading  
pistols
- Less than 10 feet away
- Both shots misfire

- Damp day = gunpowder 
failed to ignite

- Deemed “insane”
- Claimed to be the 

King of England
- Tried to kill his 

sister and 
threatened others

BEFORE THERE WAS CHUCK NORRIS,

THERE WAS ANDREW JACKSON
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MOST QUOTED
- Lincoln when South secedes
- FDR and Truman during WWII
- Truman calls him one of the 

four greatest presidents - 
Lincoln, Washington, 
Jefferson

- Teddy Roosevelt: “With the 
exception of Washington and 
Lincoln, no man has left a 
deeper mark on American 
history…true American.”


